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Abstract—In this paper, we present an approach to construct
a built-in block-based hierarchical index structures, like R-
tree, to organize data sets in one, two, or higher dimensional
space and improve the query performance towards the com-
mon query types (e.g., point query, range query) on Hadoop
distributed file system (HDFS). The query response time for
data sets that are stored in HDFS can be significantly reduced
by avoiding exhaustive search on the corresponding data sets
in the presence of index structures. The basic idea is to adopt
the conventional hierarchical structure to HDFS, and several
issues, including index organization, index node size, buffer
management, and data transfer protocol, are considered to
reduce the query response time and data transfer overhead
through network. Experimental evaluation demonstrates that
the built-in index structure can efficiently improve query
performance, and serve as cornerstones for structured or semi-
structured data management.

Keywords-Hadoop; HDFS; Multi-dimensional index; Query
processing

I. INTRODUCTION

The need to store and manipulate large voluminous multi-

dimensional data sets has emerged in many different applica-

tion domains, such as geographic information system (GIS),

computer vision, and CAD/CAM. Data in these applications

are usually formulated as geometries that represent objects

in two, three, or high dimensional spaces. These applications

pose stringent requirements with respect to the storage

and query operations that need to be supported. Given the

complexity in both data and query types, multiple devices

can be utilized in data storages and I/O sub-systems to

reduce the query response time and increase throughputs.

Distributed file systems (DFS), like Google file system

(GFS) [1], Hadoop distributed file system (HDFS) [2], and

Amazon Simple Storage System (S3) [3], provide high

performance for a large number of clients in dealing with

data intensive applications. These kind of systems are built

relying on a large number of low-cost commodity hardware,

and have only critical features of the file system and database

management system [4], for example, concurrent access,

snapshot, and records appending. These essential properties

are sufficient to meet the requirements of data storage in a

static environment, as in census and cartographic databases,

in which the modification operations are rare. In addition,

MapReduce [5] distributed computing paradigm provides

scalable and high performance computational power that

enables MapReduce, in conjunction with HDFS, to serve

as basic infrastructure for the efficient query processing of

spatial data.

Spatial access methods based on hash are either inefficient

or incapable to address complex spatial queries, such as

range query, nearest neighbor query, and distance join query.

Hierarchical index structures, like R-tree [6] and its variants

[7],[8],[9],[10],[11],[12], partition the space by grouping

objects in a hierarchical manner and allow for a direct access

to subsets. Many efficient query processing algorithms are

proposed to handle spatial query based on R-tree-like index

structure due to its simplicity and effectiveness.

In this paper, we investigate the benefits that can be

obtained from built-in hierarchical index structure of HDFS

in dealing with query processing in static environment.

HDFS is an open-source implementation of DFS that follows

the principles of GFS, and provides a similar collection

of functionalities of GFS. Instead of focusing on declus-

tering and replication issues in building distributed multi-

dimensional access methods from scratch in a distributed

environment, we simplify our work by adopting conventional

R-tree in the context of HDFS, meaning that a hierarchical

index being invisible to users is constructed for each data

set in HDFS to support complex query types. We also

investigate several factors to bridge the gap between the

design principles of HDFS and the requirements of the

block-based index structure and, hence, improve the query

performance and query response time.

The underlying file systems, on which the built-in indices

are dependent, manage to solve the common issues in

distributed system, such as data partition, data replication,

and intercommunication among computing nodes, with the

result that the index structure can forward the problem

of scalability and fault-tolerance to the underlying DFS.

Similar to all DFS, HDFS offers an effective way of ma-

nipulating and maintenance index as in the single processor

environment. Therefore, no significant modifications of the

original index structure are required to enable its appropriate

function.

Apart from the advantages mentioned above, several other

benefits can also be observed by constructing the tree-like

structure in HDFS. Since there are no significant differences
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between built-in index for HDFS and its conventional coun-

terpart in database system, several optimization approaches

[11] for conventional index to improve the query perfor-

mance are usually applicable. Moreover, query processing

techniques, especially for high selectivity query, can directly

apply to this structure without extra modification. Examples

of such query types are point query and range query. Despite

the fact that complex query(e.g., multi-way distance join

[13]) can be answered in such a way as in single processor

environment, MapReduce can still be applied in order to

exploit the computational power of multiple processors in a

cluster towards query efficiency.

Notice that our approach to build hierarchical index can

also be applied to other distributed file systems with similar

features.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We provide

motivation in Section II, and the basic approaches and frame-

work of hierarchical index structure in Section III. We then

explain the detailed implementation issues in Section IV,

followed by preliminary experimental evaluation in Section

V. Related work is explained in Section VI. Finally, Section

VII concludes this paper.

II. MOTIVATION

A. File access pattern

Loading index nodes into memory during tree traversal re-

quires fetching data from underlying storage system because

index structure might be too large to fit in main memory.

For example, an R-tree index having fifty million (50M)

polygons in 2-d space has a total size around 1GB, and

there is usually more than one data set in a data repository

in which one index is needed for each data set.

Efficient random reads with specified size are required to

load index node from disk when page faults occur during tree

traversal. Although streaming reads in HDFS are efficient

in a sequential manner, we cannot directly adopt the data

transfer policy that has been optimized for streaming reads

for random reads operations.

Data stream is packed in the form of packet, termed data

packet, to get through the network in HDFS. The size of data

packet should be exactly equivalent to the index node size;

otherwise, the efforts for data transfer will not pay off, since

unnecessary transferred data for individual random read will

be discarded. However, data packet of 64k is not appropriate

for individual random reads due to its large size. In addition,

random reads will consume many efforts for the initialization

of new connections to data nodes, when seeking to a position

of more than a specific size (128k by default) away from the

current position.

See Figure 1 for example, we perform random and se-

quential read operation on a HDFS respectively, in which

data packet is set 64k, and 4k data block are requested from

HDFS each time. Evidently, performance of the random

Figure 1. Comparison between sequential read and random read in HDFS

reads is about 30 times slower than that of the sequential

reads.

Therefore, an efficient data transfer protocol should be

adopted to satisfy access pattern for the disk-based index

structure.

B. Why not on key-value store?

Key-value stores are designed to provide high perfor-

mance reads and writes operation. Each key corresponds to

one (or more) value(s) and serves as identification in both

data organization and query processing. Key-value storage

systems based on consistent hash [14] are not suited for

query types, like range query and exhaustive search.

Kanth et. al. [15] and Berchtold et. al. [16] proposed meth-

ods to map tree-like indices to a flat table in order to fit in

database management system, in which each tuple of a table

represents an object of leaf node or sub-tree entry of internal

node (directory). More than one attribute for each tuple is

required to maintain the tree-like indices, and all tuples are

internally organized by built-in indices in database system,

for example, a B-tree. The approaches of this kind cannot be

directly adopted to keep indices in key-value storage system

due to the limitation of the available attributes in each key-

value tuple for the relational schema. The other problem with

this approach is that in tree traversal, query algorithm will

incur remarkable overhead for obtaining sub-tree entries.

Given a hierarchical index structure of three levels, where the

fan-out is 1000, tree traversal for answering a point query has

to issue around 3000 read operations(1000 for each level), or

network round trips, which pose significant burden to both

CPU and network. Finally, the proximity of objects in index

system cannot be retained in key-value storage system to

facilitate the query processing, especially for high selectivity

query. We tend to think of tree-like indices, which are not

appropriate to be kept in key-value storage system, as lower-

level corner stones for data organization.
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III. DESIGN OVERVIEW

A. HDFS

As an open-source implementation that follows the design

principles of GFS, HDFS serves as an essential repository

component in Hadoop platform and is designed to manage

large quantities of files of several hundred megabytes or

multi-gigabytes with efficient large streaming I/O operations.

A cluster has one master server, which is responsible

for the management of the file system namespace and the

file access requests from clients, and several data nodes,

whose number ranges from several to thousands in a cluster.

Data nodes are responsible for the supporting of read and

write request from clients. Once a request arrives, a TCP

connection has to be established between the data node and

the client for data manipulation. Usually, there are more than

one data nodes in a cluster having the required data chunk

because of data replications. Which data node the client

should connect to is determined by the rack-aware algorithm,

according to latency, network bandwidth, and distance to the

reader. After a specific data node has been chosen, there is

only one TCP connection can be realized internally from the

client to the chosen one.

In order to obtain the best utilization of available network

bandwidth, data transfer from data nodes to client is done in

the form of data packet of 64k by default, which means at

least 64k data would be sent to client as a whole each time.

B. Index outline

We start by introducing R-tree structure and then highlight

the main components of index structure applied to HDFS.

R-tree, a disk-based hierarchical structure based on B-tree,

is one of the most common used multi-dimensional index

in low or middle dimensional spaces. Each R-tree node is

implemented as a disk page. Although the actual geometry

might be of any shape, all objects are approximated by

minimum bounding rectangles (MBRs) to support efficient

indexing. Therefore, each object accounts for a slot of fixed

constant size in R-tree leaf node. In addition, each node in

R-tree corresponds to one MBR that encloses its children or

objects, if it is a leaf node.

The R-tree index is presented and stored as a file in

HDFS but invisible to users. The replication, as well as

robustness, of the index is inherently dependent on the

underlying file system. We adopt the range partition policy

to distribute index over a number of servers by exploiting

partition mechanism for regular files provided by HDFS,

where leaf nodes closer in space are stored in the same data

chunk to preserve the proximity.

Buffer pool is utilized to balance the load and memory.

On one hand,the internal nodes of each index account for a

fraction of spaces compared with the leaf nodes because of

the large fan-out. For example, given an full R-tree having

one hundred million (100M) objects, when the fan-out is
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Figure 2. The structure of index framework

1000, there are around 100,000 leaf nodes at the lowest level

and no more than 101 internal nodes of 20k. On the other

hand, internal nodes are suited to be hold in buffer because

it might be bottleneck with high probability in tree traversal.

Internal nodes are loaded on demand if they are retrieved but

absent in buffer, and organized in a hash table based on the

associated node id. In addition to the buffer pages for internal

nodes, several buffer pages are allocated to accommodate

leaf nodes using LRU policy.

Figure 2 shows how the R-tree is organized over several

servers (data nodes in HDFS). Note that there are several

differences from the conventional R-tree-like index in single

processor environment, with respect the index node distri-

bution, node size, and index organization. Index nodes that

are close in spatial domain are carefully organized to reside

in the same data chunk in each server, since the random

access beyond data chunk is rather costly operations. The

value of node size is determined in such way that both

I/O characteristic of HDFS and CPU costs in answering

queries are taken into consideration. Indices are organized

to facilitate buffer for internal nodes and to avoid that one

node is partitioned into two data chunks.

C. Query processing

R-tree is shallow due to its large fan-out of node. This

property helps to handle query efficiently, since tree traversal

from root to leaf nodes is required to obtain the objects that

satisfy the requirement in answering each query.

Only a small portion of index nodes are involved in

handling high selectivity query types, i.e., point query, range

query, and nearest neighbor query. Therefore, these sorts of

query types can be finished by efficient tree traversal in the

presence of index as in conventional single processor envi-

ronment. Otherwise, exhaustive search over the original data

set is performed by using MapReduce computing paradigm.

However, for query involving large portion of index (or data

set),join query, for example, MapReduce can also be applied

instead of conventional tree traversal approach.
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IV. DETAILS OF IMPLEMENTATION

A. Buffer management
We use the in-memory buffer to solve the load and mem-

ory balancing problem, since HDFS does not provide built-in

buffer strategy. Different strategies are applied to internal

nodes and leaf nodes of index, taking into consideration

their different access patterns in query processing and the

different total size. Due to the property of tree-like structure

that internal node accounts for small fraction of total space

as we have mentioned above, all the internal nodes are

kept in buffer once loaded, and the later access for the

internal node would not incur disk access. The other reason

why the internal nodes are kept in buffer is because every

tree traversal has to start from root node, and the access

of internal nodes might potentially become a bottleneck in

the context of high concurrent access. In contrast, only a

certain number of buffer pages are allocated for leaf nodes

using LRU policy, since leaf nodes account for a majority

of the index structure and the main memory is not sufficient

to accommodate all leaf nodes. The buffer pages that can

be allocated for leaf nodes are restricted by the available

main memory. Intuitively, more buffer for leaf nodes will

decrease the disk access and reduce the query response time

as demonstrated in our experiments.

B. Node size
Many factors are involved in the determination of index

node size, such as transfer overhead, I/O costs, and CPU

time.
Cache conscious access methods, like CR-tree [17],

CSB+-tree [18], suggest to keep relative small node size in

order to improve query performance by taking advantage

of L2 cache in the context of main memory database.

Park and Lee [19] proposed a variant of cache-optimized

access methods, termed TR-tree. TR-tree is to optimize disk

performance of CR-tree by building in-page index nodes,

in which several index nodes of small size are constructed

within one disk page, and are loaded into memory by a

single disk read when retrieved. Small node size yet large

fan-out is the common characteristic shared by both CR-tree

and TR-tree.
Despite the fact that HDFS is well tuned for streaming

reads, I/O costs for loading data from HDFS are more costly

than from local storage device. Performance of random reads

is even less effective than that of the streaming reads as

illustrated in Figure 1, and the gap between CPU and I/O

performance continue grows. In this case, we trade-off the

CPU effort by filtering more data objects for the reduction

of data transfer time, meaning that large index node will

be used in order to reduce the data transfer costs, resulting

in larger fan-out and lower-and-wider shape of index. Large

node requires more data to be processed in query and less

overhead for data transfer because of the inherent data

transfer protocol of HDFS optimized for stream I/Os.

pad......

leaf node ...... pad leaf node ...... pad

internal 
node

internal 
node padmetadata

leaf node leaf node

one chunk

one chunk

Figure 3. Disk page structure of R-tree

The index node size will be equivalent to the minimum

size of underlying data packet in data transfer in order to

reduce I/O overhead. Unlike in the sequence reads in which

data that has been transferred to client yet not required would

be consumed by following needs, random reads simply

discard the rest data if not necessary. The costs for loading

data from disk and transfer through network to client will not

pay off, and may become a bottleneck in dealing with high

concurrent access. We prefer index node size smaller than

64k, the default size of data packet, taking into consideration

both the CPU cost and network bandwidth usage and the

most efficient node size will be investigated in experiments.

C. Index structure

Figure 3 depicts how the tree-like structures are organized

in data chunk of index file. Metadata segment is responsible

for keeping the meta-information of the associated index,

including index node size, the number of leaf or internal

nodes, height of index, total size, the root node id, etc.

We designate 1k disk space for accommodating the meta-

information of current index. Internal nodes, as well as

metadata, need to fit in the first data chunk. As we have

stated previously, internal nodes accounting for fraction of

total size of index can fairly locate in the first data chunk

given a reasonable size of the data chunk in HDFS. At the

end of internal nodes, the rest space of the first data chunk

of the index file is left blank for the extension of internal

nodes.

Leaf nodes that keep the data objects information are

grouped in several data chunks, according to the proximity

of leaf nodes. More precisely, we employ packing algorithms

(e.g., STR [20], Hilbert packing [21]) to build spatial index

and guarantee the proximity of leaf nodes. If left space in

a data chunk is insufficient for a leaf node, the space is

padding with blank, termed pad segment in Figure 3. We

align the next leaf node to the start position of the next data

chunk. The alignment is used to avoid the situation that a leaf

node is distributed in more than one data chunk, and hence,

more than one data node. The rationale behind is that we

should constrain the read requests within each data node to

preserve the locality to improve I/O performance and query

processing. Evidently, the blank space in each data chunk

will be smaller than an index node, and the total size of

blank space in each index structure is negligible, according

to our experiments.
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Figure 5. Example of point query

Index node contains the detailed information about sub-

tree, including identification, MBR, level information and

the number of entries. Figure 4 depicts the index node

structure. In internal node, entry information includes the

sub-tree identification and the MBR, whereas in leaf node,

entry information includes the MBR information and pointer

to corresponding data object.

D. Query optimization issues

Cache-conscious indices use small node size, in conjunc-

tion with MBR compression technique, to make index node

fit in L2 cache to avoid fetching data block from main

memory. MBR compression can increase the fan-out by

more than 150% [17]. This technique can seamless integrate

in this framework, and we employ a different approach

to improve the object filter procedure, thereby reducing

the CPU cost. Once the entries of each index nodes is

sorted according to some spatial criterion (e.g., ascending

x-coordinate value of lower-left corner), the order can be

well preserved in a static environment. In this case, the point

and range query processing within each node cost O(n/2+w)

time when dealing with geometry with extent, instead of

sequential scanning running in time O(n), where n is the

number of entries in each node and w is the cardinality of

the object set that satisfy the requirement. Particularly, the

running time for each index node can be further reduced

to O(logn+w) when dealing with point data sets in range

query or point query. Spatial join [22] is also benefit from

ordered data objects because the sort operation needed in

plan-sweeping algorithm is avoided. Notice that procedure

of ordering data objects does not incur extra overhead, since

this process can be applied in STR packing algorithm used

to construct static R-tree.

In Figure 5, an example of point query is illustrated, where

objects are ordered by ascending x-coordinate of lower-left

corner and point q is the query point. The determination

of the position, from which we start to filter the objects, is

implemented as binary search based on the sorted objects.

Query point q locates between lower-left corner of object c

and d, and therefore only a, b, and c need to be examined

in order to get objects that satisfy the point query.

E. Data transfer model

When the client requests to access files in HDFS, name

node sends metadata of the corresponding file to client,

including file length, replica number, data chunk number,

and the data nodes that hold data chunks of the file. Among

all the data nodes that hold the required data chunk at local

storage device, a data node is chosen based on rack-aware

algorithm to establish a dedicated TCP connection. HDFS

is tuned for sequential I/O reads. Data node pushes data to

client in the form of data packet of 64k by default to obtain

the best performance for sequential reads when the client

performs read routine.

We implement a new data transfer protocol to facilitate the

random reads for block-based index structure. When dealing

with the random reads with constant size of fragment, the

size of the required fragment is set to be equivalent to

the size of data packet. Hence, the requirement of loading

one index node can be finished by the transfer of one data

packet. After that, server (data node) will be blocked until

the client retrieves for a new index node. Notice that the

size of required fragment is invariant, since node size is

constant for a given index. Client will issue a new offset

to the blocked data node and, then, data node performs a

seek operation if necessary, followed by the transfer of a

single data packet. If the required position does not locate

within the range of the current data node, current connection

will be closed, and client will initiate a new connection to

data nodes holding the required data. Even in consequential

reads, the offset value of position is needed by data node

but does not invoke seek operation in data nodes.

In sequential reads, the original push mode is a little

superior to our approach because data node is not blocked

for further instructions and no interactive information is in-

volved. However, our approach outperforms the push model

in dealing with the random read, especially for random reads

restricted in one data node of a cluster. The reason behind is

that in localized random reads, TCP connection is initialized

only once, and the efforts for repetitive connection to the

identical data node are not required in our data transfer

procedure. In addition, trivial overhead is involved since no

network bandwidth is wasted.

V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

A. Experimental setup

In the sequel, a performance evaluation of the built-in

R-tree in HDFS is illustrated. The main objective is to

investigate the following issues:

1) the performance of new data transfer protocol for both

sequential and random reads,

2) the quality of the produced index, by inspecting its

performance against queries, and
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3) the appropriate node size of the index structure.

We do not undertake the query performance comparison

between the index structure and the exhaustive search meth-

ods, since indices can significantly outperform the exhaus-

tive search on whole datasets in terms of query response

time. The following real-world datasets are used for the

experimentation: CAR contains 2,249,727 road segments of

California extracted from Tiger/Line datasets; (b) HYD con-

tains 40,995,718 line segments representing rivers of China

and (c) TLK contains up to 157,425,887 points extracted

from the elevation data of China. All indices for these three

data sets are built by using STR packing algorithm.
Experiments were conducted over a cluster of nine nodes

of Dell Power Edge SC430. Each node has an Intel Pentium

4 CPU of 2.8GHz, 1GB or 2GB memory and 80GB or

160GB SATA disk. The operating system is Red Hat AS4.4

with kernel 2.6.23. Hadoop version is 0.19.2 and java version

is 1.6.0.

B. Data transfer overhead
To have an idea of how the data transfer protocol incurs

overhead for random read, we compare the transferred data

with the required data by varying size and counts of read

operations on HYD data set. Figure 6 shows the comparison

of transferred data and the data that has been required. In

Figure 6(a), the data packet is set 16k and read count is

specified to 12,800 counts. As we can see, when the size of

each read operation is the power of the size of data packet,

the total amount of data transferred to client from data nodes

are around three times more than the required, and the gap

is decreasing with the increase of read block. In Figure 6(b),

we measure the transferred data by varying data block size

for each read, in which the x-axis represents the size of

total fetched data, and y-axis represents the transferred data

by HDFS. By varying the data block size, the overhead for

data transfer varies significantly and the best result reaches

when the data chunk is 64k, where data packets have been

fully consumed.

Figure 6. The comparison of the transferred data and the required (a)
fixed data reads counts, (b) specified size of fetched data

C. Performance of the new transfer protocol
Figure 7 shows performance of the new data transfer

protocol by varying the data packet size, and the read

operations are categorized in three types: (1) sequential

reads; (2) localized random reads, in which random reads

are constrained in single data chunk; (3) random reads

that uniformly distribute across data nodes of cluster. This

result is based on TLK data set, and the only difference

between localized random reads and random reads is that

localized random reads are constrained to single data node,

whereas the random reads uniformly access a file. The data

packet during transfer ranges from 8k to 64k, and the size

of data block that we read is exactly equivalent to data

packet each time. Hence, for a specified amount of data,

less read operations are involved as the size of data packet

increases. Since no waste of data is involved, we only report

the performance of transfer protocol in terms of elapsed

time. As we have expected, this new protocol offers the best

performance for all access patterns when the data packet

is set 64k because less interaction between client and data

nodes is involved during transfer.

D. Effects of index node size

In order to investigate the effect of the size of the index

nodes, we perform range query, point query, and k-nearest-

neighbor query on CAR data set and report the results in

Figure 8. All the query processing is performed in such

a manner as to in single processor environment, and the

k-nearest-neighbor query is executed by using algorithm

proposed in [23]. The node size of index ranges from 8k to

64k, and the size of data packet equals to the size of index

nodes. Evidently, smaller index node size demonstrates

better performance in all three kinds of query types because

small index node enables the finer granular partition of data

sets, and hence tree traversal can focus on the objects that

satisfy the queries. Note that the gap between smaller size

of node and larger ones decreases as the query window

increases in range query (Figure 8(a)), because the effects

of finer partition degenerates when the query involves more

volume of spaces.

Figure 9 shows the response time of range query and point

query on CAR data set. Despite the fact that fewer data

objects are involved for finer granular partition of data sets,

the response time is not necessarily smaller because of the

inefficient data transfer for smaller data packet. The worst

performance of range query is when the index node size

is set 16k, and the performance degenerates rapidly with

the increase of query window. The response time for point

query is longest when index node size is set 8k because the

index has more level and more node visits are involved with

smaller node size. The performance difference between node

size of 16k and 32k is marginal in point query.

In Figure 10, we vary the size of data packet while

keeping the index node size a constant value. We report

the average time for 100 range queries on CAR data set.

The range query performs best when the data packet is 64k.
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Figure 7. Performance of new transfer protocol by varying data packet (a) sequential reads, (b) local random reads, and (c) random reads

Figure 8. Transferred data in query processing by varying index node size: (a) required data for range query, (b) required data for point query, and (c)
required data for k-nearest-neighbor query

Figure 9. Performance comparison by varying index node size (a) range
query, and (b) point query

Data packet of 16k is again the worst due to its poor data

transfer efficiency.

E. Effects of buffer

Figure 11 shows the effects of buffer in terms of the

response time. We perform 100 range queries of 1% of

total space on TLK data set and report the average response

time. The buffer pool size is the total size of all buffer

pages in data nodes, including buffers for internal and leaf

nodes of index. As illustrated, the response time decreases

Figure 10. Query performance by varying transfer data packet

as the available buffer increases. The further improvement

of response time can be expected with the increase of buffer

size.

VI. RELATED WORK

Mouza et.al. [24] proposed scalable distributed R-tree

(SD-Rtree), a dynamic distributed index framework support-
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Figure 11. The effects of buffer size

ing incremental index construction. Data nodes in SD-Rtree

are conceptually categorized into two types: routing nodes,

which keep metadata about all sub-nodes and their siblings

to facilitate the query processing, and data nodes, which

keep the underlying detailed data objects. The routing nodes

and data nodes are organized as a red-black tree to ensure

that the height of SD-Rtree is logarithmic in the number all

nodes. Further improvement of SD-Rtree [25] with respect to

the flexible data allocation policy was proposed. However,

dynamic deployment of more servers might be incapable,

since the number of servers in SD-Rtree depends only upon

the data sets size and the disk capacity of each server.

Aguilera et.al. [26] presented a general and scalable index

of B-tree supporting atomically transaction in the context of

distributed file system, called Sinfonia [27], which provides

the fault tolerance and distributed atomic primitives. The on-

line data migration of B-trees between different data nodes is

used for load balancing, and the incremental construction of

the index structure was discussed. However, the exploiting of

multiple resources towards more efficient query processing

for complex query types on this framework remains open.

An indexing framework for query processing was pre-

sented in [28]. This framework, consisting of global index

in global layer and local index for data chunk, can support

both hash index and B-tree and its variants in a hierarchical

fashion. All the data nodes are organized in a Peer-to-Peer

overlay, and global index is maintained over the structured

overlay. Yang and Parker [29] suggested using index to

accelerate MapReduce in search engine data processing. In-

dex is composed of several layered files. Index construction

and index traversal is implemented by applying Hadoop

MapReduce, and experimental evaluations on Hadoop were

given. However, this approach is inefficient in handling high

selectivity and complex queries. Zhang et.al. [30] proposed

a multi-dimensional index, EMINC, for cloud data manage-

ment purpose. EMINC is a hybrid index structure including

R-tree index in master nodes and KD-tree at slave nodes.

EMINC can support point query, range query, as well as

sort of data mining algorithms, like K-Means and DBScan.

However, this framework cannot be applied to typical DFS,

like GFS or HDFS, since the master nodes and slave nodes

have distinct structure.

Another interesting research direction is the use of dis-

tributed key-value storage system as a generic infrastruc-

ture to accommodate structured and semi-structured data.

BigTable [31] is a distributed scalable column-oriented stor-

age system, providing good performance on read-intensive

and write-intensive applications. HyperTable [32] and HBase

[33] are open-source implementation under the guide of

BigTable principles. Dynamo [14] is a key-value store based

on consistent hash to organize data, and multiple datacenters

geographically located in different area is supported. In this

case, consistency is sacrificed for availability when failure

or network partition happens in order to provide accept-

able online experiences. PNUTS [34] by Yahoo! is another

distributed database system that aims at the supporting of

high concurrent read operation with lower latency. PNUTS

trades off the consistency for availability and stringent

performance suited for web applications. A direct mapping

approach is used to identify the location of the required

data instead of hashing function, as used in Dynamo.

Fawn [35] is a distributed storage system targeting at low-

power data intensive computing by employing low-power

embedded CPU and local flash storage. Other large scale

distributed storage systems include Amazon’s SimpleDB

services, Microsoft’s CloudDB, Facebook’s Cassandra [36],

and LinkedIn’s Voldemort [37].

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we present a method of hierarchical struc-

tures that can be applied to both B-tree and R-tree and

their variants in order to facilitate the data organization

and query processing on HDFS. By exploiting the natural

property of HDFS, we give several enhancement of index

structure with respect to node size, buffer strategy, and query

processing in order to bridge the gap between these tree-

like index designed for single processor environment and

distributed file system,like HDFS, and hence, improve the

query performance while incurring less overhead in term

of both CPU and network transfer. We also propose a data

transfer protocol specified for block-wise random reads in

HDFS, and study its behavior under real data sets and

query processing. We will study the problem of applying

MapReduce to index structure to address computational-

intensive query, like multi-way spatial join.
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